IT and Computer Technologies for Education of Senior Citizens and Improving the Quality of Their Life
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ABSTRACT
At present, IT have become an indispensable condition for the quality of education, but they are rarely applied in education of senior citizens and their range is quite narrow. An exception is the methods of teaching computer literacy to older adults, which is much narrower than IT in education. Meanwhile, they are no less essential both for adaptation of the elderly to the contemporary conditions of life and for the young generations. The authors prove that application of these technologies can change the quality of life for older adults and enables them to extend their professional activity, to broaden their scope of communication, and to raise their level of social adaptation to the environment and daily life. It has been found during the research conducted that the use of IT in education of senior citizens has some essential features and requires special conditions of application. In the research, questionnaire survey and testing, in-depth interview, expert survey, and participant observation methods were used that allowed studying the senior citizens’ demands for educational services, computer literacy improvement, as well as barriers and risks in their getting the education, conditions for enhancing its efficiency. During the research, disadvantages in development of IT and software products targeted for education of the aged have been found. The results obtained allow contributing to the development of concepts of thriving old age, active longevity, and higher social and professional engagement of older adults. They are of great importance both for the very senior citizens and for education providers, as well as for developers of educational software products needed by older adults and their teachers.
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INTRODUCTION
Information and computer technologies are changing the world of education. Computer automation of education includes the material and financial part and the technology-related one. The material and financial part implies the opportunity of having a computer or the access to computers and gadgets that can perform educational functions (having educational software). This is a decisive condition that not all regions of Russia can ensure – there are remote areas where this has been impracticable so far. However, most Russian older adults are already acquainted with computers and have “teachers”, as a rule, relatives – their children and grandchildren. The second condition of computer automation – the technological one – implies the availability of programs and the appropriate educational IT. Their composition gets changed, and it expands the opportunities of education and can improve its quality, too. However, the scientific literature mainly deals with IT in school and professional education.
Contribution of this paper to the literature

- The authors suggest: 1) developing an entire range of software products that allow increasing the efficiency of learning in senior citizens. These can be gaming software for practicing the skills in professional activity or obtaining the information on some relevant legal advice questions, or working on the state services website, ordering railway and air tickets, searching for the necessary information of cultural and leisure nature; 2) making broader use of computer technologies (in particular, communicating via Skype) in the activity of social service centers and social work specialists enabling them to consult citizens online; 3) applying IT for visual express diagnostics of the senior citizens’ psychological condition and for more precise monitoring of their psychological well-being; 4) applying IT for establishing network communications and creating mutual communication assistance groups of the aged.

- It is proven in the paper that: 1) the use of IT in education of older adults and their mastering computer literacy can change the senior citizens’ quality of life and enhance their well-being; 2) computer literacy gives an opportunity to prolong professional activity of the aged so that they remain sought-for at the labor market with their special resources of professional activity; 3) mastering computer literacy and the use of IT broadens the communication scope of the elderly, raises the level of their social adaptation to the environment and daily life, helps overcome the psychological loneliness problems, and mitigates isolationism in relation to senior citizens.

Education for the aged has a threefold function to perform. First, it is a part of the lifelong learning system, most notably, the professional education one. The world is changing rapidly, and accumulation of new professional activity technologies urges for continuous update of professional skills and competencies. The more difficult a profession is, the more it is related to other occupations and it is fulfilled in complicated social interrelations. Therefore, the system of further professional education or professional retraining has to be consistent and specialized, targeted at particular demands. For senior citizens, this is as important part of life as it is for other age groups, but it faces certain difficulties and obstacles.

The second function is that of general socialization. As people age, it is not only the conditions of their professional life but also all life activity conditions that change. So, everything – from plain and simple daily functions up to adaptation in their community, grasping the social processes unfolding in the world – needs additional knowledge and skills.

The third function, the sociocultural one, helps senior citizens not only adapt in the world around them but also turn to interests and needs not yet fulfilled, to active leisure or public activity, to social volunteering, perhaps.

All the three functions require organizing a large-scale and stable education institution for older adults.

Meanwhile, it has to be borne in mind that as people age, their memory, attention, speed of thinking, the capacity of perceiving and remembering the new information, of shaping new skills and improving already available ones go down. Certainly, this does not apply to each and every aged person; it is with age that many of them reach the top of their professional form. However, the majority of older adults being in question, they need special educational technologies, including IT and special software products.

The international Global Age Watch Index conducts assessment the senior citizens’ quality of life in 96 countries of the world (Online. Available: https://countryeconomy.com/demography/global-agematch-index) using the statistical analysis of 13 dynamic indicators. Among them, educational needs and opportunities of satisfying them are adopted as basic indicators of the quality of life of the aged.

Thus, meeting the educational needs of the older generation citizens is currently becoming one of the pillars of social welfare of the society in general and of the entire social and age group of older adults, in particular. The factor matters in every respect: in the economic, social and sociocultural ones. It is studying the senior citizens’ educational needs and ways for satisfying them and developing IT and software products for this kind of education that is the paramount social task of the contemporary society. The influence of education on social well-being of the older generation citizens is of great theoretical and applied importance.

The research conducted by the authors is dedicated to studying the relevance of education of the aged in the contemporary society and the opportunities for applying IT in this focus area. Using the conventional research methods of both theoretical and applied nature allowed making some conclusions that matter for organization, technological and software support of the senior citizens’ education.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature dedicated to the research topic can be subdivided into three groups. The first one studies the particularities of IT and computer technologies in education (Gavrilyuk, Sorokin, & Farakhutdinov, 2009;
Ismagilova & Nabiullina, 2017; Kuzmin & Parshakova, 2017; Mamedova, 2016; Morozova, 2012). The same subject within the context of continuing education is addressed by Horrigan, Rainie and Page (2016).

The second group of researchers analyzes the risks that can be overcome by expanding the range of information and computer education – first of all, the risk of infantilization of the elderly in the contemporary society (Miklyaeva, 2018; Marson, 2013; Marson & Powel, 2014).

The third group is the most numerous. These studies deal with problems of the aged and improving the quality of their life, in particular, by means of education. Arnett (2011) and Bowling (2007) study the sociocultural foundations of the new concept of ageing. Komp and Van Tilberg (2010) analyze the questions of ageing of the society and ones of the quality of life of the contemporary society, and Kohli (2005) – the questions of links between generations and the opportunities for mutual understanding in the information society.

Foreign researchers point out the importance of information literacy of the elderly for improving the quality of their life, increasing the duration of professional and creative activity, as well as for enhancing their social and psychological well-being (Mcnamara & Williamson, 2004; Moody, 2001; Moularet & Biggs, 2013). This topic is quite of interest with the Russian scientists, too (Aslanova, 2011; Chigisheva, 2018; Gasanov, 2015; Kondratov, 2009; Salimyanova, 2013; Smolkin, 2012).

In this group, an individual place belongs to works discussing the senior citizens’ information literacy (Akhtyan et al., 2018; Anikeeva, Sizikova & Fomina, 2017; Azarina, Bulozerskikh, & Venevtseva, 2011; Bogdanovskaya, 2014; Kozlovskaya et al., 2018; Naumov, 2015). There are works analyzing the competence level of older adults (Podolskiy, Popov, & Rylko, 2015) and their position at the labor market (Vladimirov, 2015).

So, it can be seen that there are quite a few works associated with the problems range of the research. However, the questions of special IT, their specific character in what concerns the senior citizens’ education, as well as software products designed particularly for ensuring this activity are extremely underexplored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Theoretical methods used in the research included functional and typological analysis as well as the methods of comparative and systemic analysis. This is highly important as each social phenomenon has to be studied from different perspectives in the total of all conditions and factors influencing it. The methods of applied research included questionnaire survey in the form of a pilot poll, with N – 58 (30 women aged 55 to 82, the age subgroups being 55-70 years old and 71–82 years old; 28 men aged 60 to 83, their subgroups being 60–70 and 71–83 years old). Among the surveyed ones, there were 36 people having the higher education, 16 – the secondary vocational one, and 10 people having no special education, including the social service workers having no professional education. The sample is defined as the quota random one. In-depth interviews aimed at making more precise the understanding of difficulties faced by senior citizens in the process of education were conducted with 8 respondents.

The methods of participant observation performed by teachers providing educational services for the elderly and expert survey of the teachers were employed too. The methods of analyzing the data obtained as a result of other authors’ studies (secondary data analysis) were used in processing the data.

The research was conducted in Russia, Moscow region, incorporating the metropolitan city of Moscow and Moscow region itself, in November, 2017 – March, 2018.

The research hypothesis relies on assumption that in education of older adults, special IT and software are needed corresponding to social and psychological particularities of their age, as well as their educational demands.

The objective of the research was to study the opportunities for improving the efficiency of education of senior citizens and ultimately – the quality of their life by means of educational services.

In the process of verifying the hypothesis worded, the following tasks were set: to study educational needs of older adults, including their demand for computer education, and any obstacles in fulfillment thereof; to analyze conditions for improving the efficiency of education of the aged using IT and computer educational technologies; to identify the most sought-for information technologies and the teachers’ demand for new software products providing educational process support for senior citizens.

RESULTS

First of all, the basic definition of computer literacy and IT in education that was used by the authors when conducting the research should be given. Computer literacy was evaluated as an umbrella term that encompasses teaching skills of working with the computer to users, information literacy (i.e. a set of competencies that are necessary for obtaining, understanding, evaluating, adapting, generating, storing and representing the information used for analyzing problems and decision-making), skills of working with information and bibliographic skills
Some parts of the text are missing or unclear. Here is a possible interpretation of the missing content:

Information technologies in education involve using digital educational resources (digital lectures, reference and information materials for educational courses, cases for individual assignments); applying the computer simulators and virtual laboratory works as well as software products aimed at practicing the fluency and precision of the work skills. These are digital funds of assessment means used for checking the learners’ knowledge, too; the use of multimedia and interactive board in the process of teaching; the use of distance learning and online education technologies, remote consulting work.

Computer education and outreach in Russia are entrusted to social service organizations, and this is the reason why the research was conducted with the assistance of two local centers. In Moscow, it was the state budget-funded institution “Tsaritsynskiy community-based center”. In Moscow region, the research was based on the state budget-funded social service institution of Moscow region “Pushkinskiy integrated center for social service of the public”. Moscow region was the option for the research as it is one of the most advanced in terms of technical provision and the use of IT in education and learning of older adults. This is confirmed by the regional program “Moscow longevity”, in the course of which citizens of Moscow had an opportunity to broaden their competencies, to master computer literacy and get a wide range of educational services of the most diverse focus. The community-based centers were contracted for performing research activity, monitoring the quality of social service, the expert and analytical activity. According to the contract signed, the object of the research was two groups. The total quantity of the respondents amounted to 58 people, including 30 women aged 55 to 82, the age subgroups being 55–70 years old and 71–82 years old, and 28 men aged 60 to 83, with the 60–70 and 71–83 years old subgroups. Among the surveyed ones, there were 36 people having the higher education, 16 – the secondary vocational one, and 10 people having no special education, including the social service workers having no professional education. All respondents studied the fundamentals of computer literacy. The research conducted was of pilot nature, it was necessary for verifying the working hypotheses and subsequently developing a larger scale study.

During the questionnaire survey, answers were obtained to questions about how important for the respondents the skills of working with the computer were. The absolute majority of the surveyed ones have a computer and gadgets at home (92.3%), most have an experience of working on the computer (73.1%), and computer working skills are always required for 63.5% of the respondents. 11.3% rarely turn to working on the computer and only 1.9% do not need such skills. For the Russian reality, the following sources of obtaining knowledge and skills are characteristic: the most frequently, these are relatives (32.7%), fellow workers (23.1%), friends (15.4%) and it was being quite busy in the family and household. As for 15.4%, they just do not consider it interesting for them. As a rule, they are senior citizens aged over 65, with men prevailing among them.

The answers in Table 1 were obtained for the question about the purposes for which the respondents use their skills of working with the computer.

In particular, 23.1% of the respondents said they were not interested in obtaining further education and mastering computer technologies: either for the reasons of those being not sought-for in their jobs, or due to their being quite busy in the family and household. As for 15.4%, they just do not consider it interesting for them. As a rule, they are senior citizens aged over 65, with men prevailing among them.

According to the forms of obtaining the education, the answers were distributed as shown in Table 2.
Russia, the prestige of education is very high at any age. However, there are numerous obstacles: from the senior education taking the central place in any of the options. Informed poorly about the opportunities of getting education. It cannot but be seen that there are complaints about their life. This is relevant both for working older adults and for those who have already retired, with computer to the interests of older adults.

Table 2. The sought-for form of educational services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>What form of educational activity are you interested in?</th>
<th>Share in the answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The formal one (with a document to be issued to certify further training or mastering the competencies)</td>
<td>76.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The informal one that is required for satisfying educational needs</td>
<td>73.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Various forms</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>I am not interested in any of them</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Obstacles to obtaining educational services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Causes preventing people from getting educational services</th>
<th>Share in the answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>I have no opportunity because I am busy at work or in household chores</td>
<td>73.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>There are not enough distance-learning resources for the employed ones</td>
<td>73.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>There is not enough information about the educational resources</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>My employer is not interested in further training</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>There are educational resources but I do not know how to address them</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The main obstacle is the absence of the courses I need</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>The timetable of classes at social service centers is not comfortable</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>No, there are no obstacles; it all depends on my wish only</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When raising their self-education level, the respondents turn to the Internet sources (73.0%), take part in educational activity in intramural groups (30.8%) or visit single lectures (or cycles of lectures), workshops and seminars (23.1%), while distance learning is preferred by 15.4% of the respondents. (Table 3)

Thus, the questionnaire survey has shown that the demand for educational services is very high, and so is the importance of such education. Most respondents clearly associate improving their education with the quality of their life. This is relevant both for working older adults and for those who have already retired, with computer education taking the central place in any of the options.

The in-depth interview conducted at the same time as the questionnaire survey has shown that in today’s Russia, the prestige of education is very high at any age. However, there are numerous obstacles: from the senior citizens’ being quite busy and so merely having no time to get education up to the obstacles related to their being informed poorly about the opportunities of getting education. It cannot but be seen that there are complaints about the quantity and composition of educational programs of distance learning, online courses, including those adapted to the interests of older adults.

The in-depth interviews and expert survey of specialists organizing educational courses for senior citizens have revealed some psychological particularities and obstacles in education of the aged.

Difficulties mastering the conceptual framework of computer literacy were ranked first both by experts and the very respondents. Younger teachers have to take into account that the advanced youth slang is not clear to the older generation. Explanations should be given and special dictionaries should be developed that could explain the main terms to senior citizens in an accessible form.

The second obstacle is compromised memory. In order to consolidate the obtained knowledge and skills, older adults need some more time and repetitions of the actions. In this respect, the aged clearly need practice software developed that is aimed at reinforcing even the simple skills: filling in their personal details, filling out application forms on the state services portals etc. The older adults’ particular psychological apprehension of digital devices has to be taken into account, too. It can be overcome using the simplest tutorials; however, none have been developed so far.

The third obstacle is a greater than in the young ones need of working individually, being controlled and corrected individually. At the same time, no training of teachers for working exactly with senior citizens is being conducted. So their pedagogical skills are not adapted to the age-related particularities of older adults.

The fourth obstacle named by the experts concerned their professional toolkit. It is the evident lack of auxiliary digital resources and software support for information technologies in education of the aged. The fund of digital educational resources, courseware, electronic textbooks, gaming and testing software etc. is insufficient. Just like other age groups, senior citizens perceive the information better if there are visualized courses; however, even for children and youth, there are not enough such computer literacy video courses. It is for the elderly that distance classes allowing them to watch the material repeatedly could be quite helpful. Moreover, distance classes could be a significant saving of the teachers’ time and effort and they could also make use of opportunities of those older adults who continue working and cannot spare enough time for education and self-education.
DISCUSSION

This problem is viewed from various standpoints in the scientific and educational literature. The conceptual framework is suggested in the work of Pashchenko (2013); it allowed identifying the main software products lacking in educational work with the aged. The digital magazine “Petersburgskaya pensionerka” (Eng. “St Petersburg lady in retirement”) has offered a brief video course of lectures in computer literacy. This is a unique course based on using IT (Simple technologies). The importance of computer literacy and the use of information technologies is confirmed by the state policy: in March 2005, the federal-level project “IT penetration of the education system (IES)” was launched in Russia, and 2008 saw the completion of fulfillment of the project “IT penetration of the education system (IES)” by the National Training Foundation (NTF). One of the results of the project was the creation of the United collection of digital educational resources (CER). However, all these resources are targeted at youth to a greater extent.

As for the elderly, information technologies in social service of senior citizens have been studied (online consulting, communication of specialists with those in their care via Skype, which allowed visually evaluating the condition and psychological vitality of senior citizens receiving social service (Firsov & Shimankovskaya, 2018; Ilyina et al., 2017). These technologies and methods of social work also depend on the older adults’ level of computer skills.

It is quite important, too, that the results obtained definitely correspond to studies of the foreign authors. Studying the preferences, objectives and attitudes of the American senior citizens shows they are very similar to the interests and demand of the Russian older citizens. 73% of adults consider themselves to be lifelong learners, 55% of the American employees are interested in improving their professional competencies, 36% would like to get education for certifying their new professional skills and so on (Horrigan, Rainie, & Page, 2016).

CONCLUSION

The contemporary world’s conditions of life urge all population groups to make use of computer technologies. While in the general education there are curricula to provide for teaching computer skills, older adults’ learning needs special efforts, special organization, employing the adapted IT, developing and applying specialized software products.

According to the research conducted, it has been found that the demand for computer literacy is fairly high, although not all senior citizens are prepared for and interested in mastering the skills of working with the computer. In terms of functioning, it is the communication expansion opportunities that are the most sought-for. This conclusion is confirmed by observations of social work specialists and psychologists who identify loneliness and lack of communication in older adults as one of the most urgent problems in this age group. It can be supposed that a broader use of computer technologies (in particular, communicating via Skype) has to be made in the activity of social service centers and social work specialists both for improving the citizens’ psychological well-being and for visual express diagnostics of their psychological condition. Special information technologies can be applied for establishing network communications and creating mutual communication assistance groups of the aged.

A conclusion was also made to the effect that professional retraining of senior citizens who go on their professional activity is not sufficiently sought-for. The cause may consist in the employers and the very aged employees being not interested enough in improving the efficiency of their work. In further research works, it is expected to study the dependence of computer literacy of older adults and their thriving in professional activity, as well as possibilities available for stimulating them to expand their opportunities and improve their welfare.

Very important conclusions concerned the conditions of acquiring the skills of working with the computer. Recommendations can involve improving the teachers’ expertise and developing special video courses and lecture cycles using the methods of visualization of the material under study. This is especially important for the elderly who need playing back the lecture materials repeatedly in their independent training. The entire range of software products has to be developed that help increase the efficiency of learning in older adults. These can be gaming software for practicing the skills in professional activity or obtaining the information on some relevant legal advice questions, or working on the state services website, ordering railway and air tickets, searching for the necessary information of cultural and leisure nature. The research has shown that senior citizens are especially concerned about the possibility of making mistakes in the Internet, which limits their experience greatly. The development of simulator or gaming programs can help essentially remove the barriers and alongside with that enhance the level of their independence in all kinds of life activity and boost their self-esteem, too.

Experience shows that senior citizens are especially keen on various information connected with the questions of medicine and healthcare. However, the Internet is well known to be full of fake programs, broadcasts and untrustworthy information on the topic that can do a considerable harm to the aged. IT and mastering the fundamentals of computer literacy implies acquiring the skills of checking validity of the information found.
Alongside with that, expert evaluations of social work specialists and computer literacy teachers have shown that the Russian educational environment has almost no IT and teaching technologies targeted at the elderly. So preparing such software products is a good task for specialists. Given the retirement age increase in Russia and expanding large-scale learning programs for senior citizens, these developments and software products will enjoy a keen demand.

Improvement of the older adults’ information literacy gains different forms in all countries. Studying the experience of various countries allows rendering the work more efficient.

Boosting the interest in using the Internet resources, communicating via social networks, using computers in various life activities is the pivotal basis for solidarity in the contemporary society, for continuity of generations and development of the knowledge society, as well as for bridging the information gap and improving the welfare of older adults in the society.
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